Blood flow and steady state temperatures in deep-seated tumors and normal tissues.
Blood flow related data obtained in different deep-seated tumors and adjacent normal tissues were analyzed in 28 patients who were treated with combined regional hyperthermia and radiation for recurrent or metastatic tumors. The evaluation of blood flow related data has been made using the thermal clearance/thermal cooling coefficient technique and dynamic computed tomography. With both methods significant differences in global perfusion have been observed between tumor center and tumor periphery, between tumor and normal tissue (deep muscle and fat tissue), and between tumor entities. Washout rates or thermal cooling coefficient values, as well as the enhancement of contrast material over baseline (expressed in delta Hounsfield Units), correlated significantly with the achieved steady state temperatures for different tissue categories (i.e., tumor center, tumor periphery, different tumor entities, normal tissue). Thermal cooling coefficient values higher than 63000-83000 W/m3-K (washout rates higher than 15-20 ml/100 g-min) or values of enhancement of contrast material higher than delta 20-25 HU coincide with a limitation in achieving therapeutic temperatures higher than 40 degrees C.